
 

  

Abstract—This paper presents the identification of clause 

boundary for the Urdu language. We have used Conditional 

Random Field as the classification method and the clause 

markers. The clause markers play the role to detect the type of 

sub-ordinate clause, which is with or within the main clause. If 

there is any misclassification after testing with different sentences 

then more rules are identified to get high recall and precision. 

Obtained results show that this approach efficiently determines 

the type of sub-ordinate clause and its boundary. 

 

Index terms—Clause marker, conditional random field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LAUSE boundary identification is a useful technique for 

various Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. 

This is a method of specifying the beginning and ending of 

main and subordinate clause. Clauses are structural unit which 

have verbs with its arguments, adjuncts etc. There are 8 types 

of subordinate clause: Complementizer, Relative Participle, 

Relative, Temporal, Manner, Causality, Condition and 

Nominal. First three types of clauses are more syntactic while 

remaining five clauses are more semantic in nature. 

Numerous techniques are used to recognize clause 

boundaries for different languages where some are Rule based 

[Harris 1997; Vilson 1998] and others are Statistical 

approaches using machine learning techniques [Vijay and 

Sobha, 2008]. A rule based clause boundary system has been 

proposed as preprocessing tool [Harris 1997] for bilingual 

alignment parallel text. In another pioneering work, a rule 

based system has been used which reduces clauses to noun, 

adjective or an adverb [Vilson 1998]. Identification of clauses 

for English language has been performed in an earlier research 

[Sang and Dejean, 2001]. A hybrid approach for clause 

boundary identification uses Conditional Random Fields 

(CRF) and rules, error pattern analyzer used to correct the 

false boundaries [Vijay and Sobha, 2008]. The clause 

identification for Tamil language shows 92.06% and 87.89% 

for precision and recall respectively, which in turns give the F-

measure as 89.04%. The clause boundary identification has 

also been done for Bengali Language [Ghosh et. al. 2010]. 
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CRF based statistical techniques are used to identify the type 

of clauses. The clause identification system gives the precision 

as 73%.  

A basic clause identification system has been developed 

[Ejerhed 1988] for improving American Telephone & 

Telegraph (AT&T) text to speech system. This was used in 

English/Portuguese machine translation system. Clause spitting 

is also needed for the text to speech, which can be done by 

using conditional random fields’ technique [Nguyen et.al. 

2007]. In Korean language, analysis of dependency relation 

among clauses is very critical part. Kernel method [Kim et. al. 

2007] is used to detect the clause boundaries. In Japanese 

language, there is no distinct boundary information to detect 

clauses; ambiguity can be minimized using rule based system 

[Fujisaki et.al. 1990]. 

In our present work, a hybrid approach is proposed that uses 

both techniques i.e. rule based and machine learning to build 

an identifier for different clause boundaries of Urdu language. 

We have applied the Conditional Random Fields (CRF). We 

have categorized the different types of sub ordinate clauses on 

the basis of clause markers. The POS tagger and Chunker 

[Pradeep et. al. 2007] are used to prepare the parts of speech 

and chunked tagged data as the inputs, where linguistic rules 

are taken as features. To the best of our knowledge, no work 

on identification of clauses for Urdu language is reported. 

Henceforth presented details are divided into the following 

sections. We have given the introduction with related work in 

section 1. The methodology with clause markers, Clause 

Boundary Annotation Convention, Preprocessing, 

classification with features and rules are discussed in section 2. 

In the example sets, the Urdu sentences are translated in 

English for the easiness of the readers who are not familiar in 

Urdu. The algorithms for different phases are given in section 

3. Section 4 shows the result of clause identification for Urdu 

language using this algorithm. Section 5 comprises the 

conclusion and finally reference section is included at the end. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

We have prepared the corpus for Urdu language. POS 

tagging and chunking are the preprocessing steps which have 

been done manually here, so contain a great accuracy. The 

POS and chunked tagged corpus has been considered as input 

data. Initially machine learning approach is applied, within 

which linguistic rules are used. Through this, clause boundary 
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is recognized from input Urdu corpus.  Now, if there is any 

misclassification, correction is done through additional 

linguistic rules. The work flow of identification of clauses is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

We have used the CRF techniques as modeling in the 

learning phase and inference in the classification.  This is a 

sequential classification technique which is taking care of 

many correlated features like in Maximum-entropy and a 

variety of other linear classifiers including winnow, AdaBoost, 

and support-vector machines [Sha et.al. 2003]. CRF gives 

more beneficial results than HMMs on a part-of-speech 

tagging task [Lafferty et.al. 2003]. Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) needs to enumerate all possible observation 

sequences. This is not practical to represent multiple 

interacting features or long-range dependencies of the 

observations. Also it has very strict independence assumptions 

on the observations [Kelly et.al. 2009]. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Work flow for the identification clauses. 

 
CRF uses the conditional probability P (label sequence y | 

observation sequence x) rather than the joint probability P(y, 

x) as in case of HMM. It specifies the probability of possible 

label sequences y for a given observation sequence x. CRF 

allows arbitrary, non-independent features on x while HMM 

does not. Probability of transitions between labels may depend 

on past and future observations. 

The shallow parsing uses special kind of CRF technique 

where all the nodes in the graph form a linear chain. In this 

type of graph, the set of cliques C (a graph in which every two 

subset of vertices are connected to each other) is just the set of 

all cliques of size 1 (i.e. the nodes) and the set of all cliques of 

size 2 (the edges).  This technique has two phases for clause 

boundary identification: 

1.    Learning: Given a sample set X containing features 

{ , … , } along with the set of values for hidden 

labels Y i.e. clause boundaries{ , ... , }, learn the 

best possible potential functions. 

2.    Inference: For a given word there is some new 

observable x, find the most likely clause boundary y* 

for x, i.e. compute (exactly or approximately):  

 

y* = arg  P(y|x) (1) 

For this, an undirected and acyclic graph formed which 

contains the set of nodes { }  (  ϵ X), adopts the 

properties by Markov, is called conditional random fields 

(CRFs). Clause Boundary Detection is a shallow parsing 

technique so, CRF is used for this. 

A. Clause Markers 

Clause markers are words or a group of words, like now and 

well in English, which helps in making the relation between 

the sentences. They are also used in combining two Urdu 

sentences as shown below.  

(i) [Ram ghar aya] aur [khana kha kar so gaya] 

    [Ram came home] and [fell asleep after eating 

dinner] 

As discussed earlier there are 9 types of subordinate clause. 

There are clause markers corresponding to these subordinate 

clauses which are more syntactic. For relative participle 

clauses, clause markers are jo vo (RS وہ), jisne usne ( XYے ؓ◌ ا

 etc. In the relative participle clause vo (XS\ےں) XZS), jinheے

will always occur with jo as correlation [Butt et.al. 2007] as 

shown below 

(ii)[Jo ladka kal aya tha][vo ram hai] 

[That boy [who came yesterday] is Ram] 

(iii)[vo ladka [ jo kal aya tha] ram hai] 

 [Ram is the guy][who came yesterday] 

Similarly, conditional clause markers, complementizer 

clause markers, and relative clause markers are shown below 

as boldface letter sequentially. 

(iv) 

 

[If u do not come tomorrow][then I’ll sleep after 

eating dinner] 

(v)  

[Ram said yesterday] [that he is going home] 

(vi)  

[I fell asleep after dinner] 

(vii)  

[Where is that person] [With whom I have a work] 
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B. Clause Boundary Annotation Convention 

For main clause, clause boundary annotations are shown 

below where the symbols CL, B, M, and E are clause, 

beginning, main, and ending respectively. 
CL = B_M 

CL = E_M 

For subordinate clause, clause boundary annotations are 

shown below where symbol ‘Sub’ indicates sub-ordinate 

clause. 
CL = B_Sub_Type 

CL = E_Sub_Type 

Annotations for sub-ordinate clause types are shown below. 
RELP: For Relative Participle 

COMP: For Complementizer 

COND: For Conditional 

TMPR: For Temporal 

CAUS: For Causal 

RELC: For Relative 

NOML: For Nominal 

MANR: For Manner 

C. Preprocessing 

In the preprocessing stage, at first tagger is applied on the 

tokenized corpus to get tagged data and then chunker is 

applied to obtain chunked and tagged data (see Fig. 9). Further 

processing will be done on these tagged and chunked data. 

Sentence Boundaries are not given in the preprocessed data. 

POS and Chunked tagged data are shown in Table I. There 

are three columns where first column comprises of tokens, 

second of tags for corresponding token and third contains 

chunking information. Here ‘B’ corresponds the beginning of 

phrase and ‘I’ to the words which are in a phrase. 
 

TABLE I 
POS AND CHUNKED TAGGED DATA 

Tokens Tags Chunking 

 PRPN B-NP ��ڈا�ن

��� NN I-NP 

	
 ADJ O ورہ

 VAUX B-VP ہے

 CC B-CCP ںاہج

 NN B-NP ںوڑاہپ

�� PSP O 

 ADJ O ے��

 NN B-NP و��

�� PSP O 

 VB B-VP ےو
�هگ

 PSP O ے�

�
 ADJ O ر��ہ

 ADJ O ا��ڑهچ

 VB B-VP ڑهچ

�� VB I-VP 

�� ADJ O د


�اد NN B-NP 

� ADJ O ��ر

 VB B-VP ے��ت

 VAUX I-VP ں�ہ

 SYM O ۔

D. Classification 

Sequence labeling classification technique is applied in the 

clause boundary identification. Clause Identification has been 

done by using linguistic rules which do not depends upon 

sentence boundaries. Classification technique requires 

features, training data set and testing data set. As discussed in 

sec. 2.1, classification has two phases, learning and inference. 

In learning phase, modeling takes place by taking training 

dataset as an input while in inference phase; classification of 

test data set takes place with the help of model obtained from 

learning phase. 

1) Features 

In this CRF technique linguistic rules are used as features 

for which different length of windows, comprises of words, are 

formed that depend on these linguistic rules. For example, in 

case of relative clause identification in Urdu language, clause 

beginning and ending are identified via rule1 and rule2 

respectively. 

RULE_1: 

If the current word is any relative clause marker and next 

word is any of the POS tags verb, pronoun, adjective, noun 

then the next word is marked as beginning of clause boundary 

as shown below 

Position 0: Relative clause marker 

Position 1: Verb or Adjective or noun or pronoun 

Then 0 should be marked as beginning of 

subordinate clause of type relative. 

Where position 0 indicates the current word and position 1 

is the next word. 

RULE_2: 

If the current word is any verb auxiliary and next word is 

any symbol then current word is end of corresponding 

subordinate clause boundary as shown below 

Position 0: Verb phrase or Verb auxiliary 

Position 1: any symbol or phrase 

Then 0 should be marked as end of above 

subordinate clause. 

2) Handling Misclassification 

There is a chance of misclassification in the clause boundary 

ending. If there is any misclassification then correction is done 

through linguistic rule, which means priority is given higher to 

the linguistic rules. 

III. ALGORITHM FOR DIFFERENT PHASES 

A. Preparation of the Training Corpus 

Step 1: First check whether a word W coming is a clause 

marker or not. If it is, then detect which type of clause it is. 

Step 2: Implement those rules (defined as in sec.2.4.1) 

which is related to above type of clause which is detected in 

step 1. Then through these rules find the clause beginning and 

ending of that clause. 
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B. CRF Modeling (Learning Phase) 

Step 1: Parse the prepared training corpus and assign 

, , ,…,  to those words which follows rule 1, rule 2, and 

rule 3… respectively. 

Step 2: Make a matrix T of size M×N where, 

M = no. of features ( , , ,…, ) 

N = no. of classes (Clause beginning, Clause ending, not 

boundary)  

Matrix is made by parsing the corpus in which,  

=1, if a word follow rule i and belong to class j 

=0, if not so 

In this matrix we go on incrementing every time in , if 

another word follows the same. 

C. CRF Testing 

Step 1: Make a matrix J of size M×1 for each word where, 

M = no. of features. 

 = 1, if a word follows rule i 

 = 0, if it does not follow 

Step 2: Find matrix C of size 1×N 

 ×  (2) 

Step 3: Assign that class to a word which has a maximum 
value in matrix C. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The system is tested upon a corpus which consists of Urdu 

language dataset. The dataset comprises of different types of 

subordinate clause which is POS tagged and chunked. Results 

are shown in Table II which contains the information of clause 

boundary beginning and ending where B-SUB indicates the 

beginning of sub-ordinate clause while E-SUB is for ending of 

sub-ordinate clause. We have obtained the result using clause 

markers through which we can easily detect the type of 

subordinate clause. Evaluation of our system’s performance is 

done by calculating the precision and recall as shown in 

Table III. 

 
TABLE II 

OUTPUT SHOWING CLAUSE BOUNDARY BEGINNING AND ENDING 

Tokens Tags Chunking 

 PRN B-NP اس

 NN I-NP و�ــ�

 ADV O ادہ�ز

 ADV O �ــ�

ــ����ن  ADJ O ���ــــ

 ADV O �ــ�

�ــ�م NN B-NP 

ــے  VAUX B-VP ��ـ

 ! CC B-CCP <Cl=B-SUB-RELP> 

�ــ�ت�� NN B-NP 

 PSP  O  ں�م

Tokens Tags Chunking 

ــ�م #  
ــ��ے   #ــ
ــے   ��ـ

NN 

VB  

VAUX  

B-NP 

B-VP 

I-VP <Cl=E-SUB-RELP> 

 SYM O ۔

 

Table III shows the comparison between different ratios of 

corpus taken for training and testing purpose. In the corpus 

(developed for this work only), there are 139 different 

sentences with POS and Chunked tagged related to tourism 

domain. It is a 3-fold cross Validation represented by set-1, 

set-2 and set-3. 
 

TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RATIOS  
OF TRAINING AND TESTING CORPUS 

Training-Testing Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

90%-10% 

Set – 1 
Set – 2 
Set – 3 
Average value 
Standard Deviation 

 
89.2 
88.6 
87.5 
88.4 
0.705 

 
90.0 
89.5 
88.9 
89.5 
0.451 

       
80%-20% 

Set – 1 
Set – 2 
Set – 3 
Average value 
Standard Deviation 
 

 
 
85.2 
86.0 
85.5 
85.6 
0.331 
 

 
 
86.7 
87.1 
87.5 
87.1 
0.327 
 

70%-30% 

Set – 1 
Set – 2 
Set – 3 
Average value 
Standard Deviation 
 

 
82.3 
82.6 
82.0 
82.3 
0.245 

 
84.0 
83.9 
84.1 
84.0 
0.082 

 

Our system works very efficiently on the similar sentences 

shown below 

Relative sub-ordinate clause 

)i](س ن�	
 د�] ں�ہن ہ�� ��ف ���� ��ج ہاس �ق ے

]���� س ے����  ے"! � �۔و�� $#�]ہ  

[Paris did not pay any attention to that area][due 

to which the condition get worsened.] 

Relative Participle sub-ordinate clause 

)iiز&!د �ن +�م ت ہ)[اس و)!$�,-!��� هے�� ] [

]هےت ے�!م ��ت ں��!+!ت .  

[That time mostly peoples were slaves] [who worked 

in gardens.] 

Complementizer clause 

)iiiت اور  ں"2 .� ےِس 0ٹ)[��ر!� ہو $#�][0ہا&3 

]اه56 ا�4!ق ت ہ�  

[Court was in favor of something] [that was just a 

coincidence.] 

The problem for detecting the clause ending is coming for 

the following types of sentences. 
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Relative Participle sub-ordinate clause 

)i�� 7� اوا�> ے0 اڑگهج �� :�رس ا39ٹ شٹ) [

�د .�ا)= �هت $#� د� �� ہروان �ہ ں.�>?. 7�] ، [

�D!ؤ B!�!.	!ب ر E	��!ت F	� اور  �
]ہے  

[When the British Task Force early in the dispute 

had been dispatched], [then they discuss various 

opportunities and failed to get rescue] 

Temporal sub-ordinate clause 

ــ�] �   �اگ]  (ii)[ں�م [ا��ــ�ن  ��ــ�  �

[I fell asleep after dinner] 

Manner Sub-ordinate clause 

  ]ہے] $	! ا&!ه39 هے.H ہ[ �	�! 0$! ں��و ور�G ں[.�
(iii) 

[I'll do the exercises [as I've been taught]] 

After analyzing the above sentences, we have found that the 

sentences where the distance of clause beginning and ending is 

significantly large, our system is unable to detect the clause 

ending correctly as shown above in first sentence. Here, big 

braces show the actual clause beginning and ending whereas 

our system is unable to detect the clause ending. For those 

sentences which are semantic in nature, it is difficult for our 

system to detect clause ending and beginning as shown above 

in second, third and fourth sentences. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper Conditional Random Fields are used for 

classification of clause boundary beginning and ending and 

also detecting the type of subordinate clause. Here, linguistic 

rules are given higher priority, hence misclassification is 

corrected via these rules. Limitation with CRFs is that it is 

highly dependent on linguistic rules. Missing of these rules 

may lead to wrongly classified data.  An improvement can be 

achieved in the proposed clause boundary identifier by 

including more sophisticated linguistic rules, clause markers 

for different subordinate clauses and also for those clauses 

which are embedded in the main clause. For future work, 

clause boundaries detection can be done on those sentences 

where distance between clause beginning and ending is 

significantly large and also where the sub-ordinate clauses in 

the sentences are semantic in nature. More linguistic rules are 

being identified and will be apply. This work is in progress. 
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